In this paper, we present an algorithm to solve the inequality constrained multi-objective programming (MP) by using a penalty function with objective parameters and constraint penalty parameter. First, the penalty function with objective parameters and constraint penalty parameter for MP and the corresponding unconstraint penalty optimization problem (UPOP) is defined. Under some conditions, a Pareto efficient solution (or a weakly-efficient solution) to UPOP is proved to be a Pareto efficient solution (or a weakly-efficient solution) to MP. The penalty function is proved to be exact under a stable condition. Then, we design an algorithm to solve MP and prove its convergence. Finally, numerical examples show that the algorithm may help decision makers to find a satisfactory solution to MP.
Introduction
Multi-objective programming is an important model in solving vector optimization problems. Many methods had been given to find solutions to multiobjective programming [1] . It is well-known that the penalty function is one of efficient methods in studying multiobjective programming. For example, in 1984, White [2] presented an exact penalty function for multiobjective programming. Sunaga, Mazeed and Kondo [3] applied penalty function
Penalty Function with Objective Parameters and Constraint Penalty Parameter
In this paper we consider the following inequality constrained multi-objective programming: 
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The convergence of the MPFA algorithm is proved in the following theorem. For some j J ∈ , let
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We have an exact result of the penalty function. 
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Suppose that x′ is a feasible solution to (MP). If ( )
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is an exact penalty function.
Numerical Examples
In the MPFA algorithm, it is not easy to solve multiobjective problem
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It is easily known that an optimal solution to the problem
M is a Pareto weakly-efficient solutions to the problem
Hence, we replace the problem
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In Table 1 
We want to find a solution that three objectives are as small as possible with the first and second objective value less than −2 and the third objective value less than −5.
Let penalty function , , Table 2 .
In Table 2 , we find a satisfactory solution ( ) ( ) 
Conclusion
In this paper, we define a penalty function with objective parameters and constraint penalty parameter for MP and the corresponding unconstraint penalty optimization problem. Under some conditions, we prove that a Pareto efficient solution (or a weakly-efficient solution) to UPOP is a Pareto efficient solution (or a weaklyefficient solution) to MP, and the penalty function is exact under a stable condition. We present the MPFA algorithm to solve the multi-objective programming with inequality constraints by using the nonlinear penalty function with objective parameters. With this algorithm, we may find a satisfactory solution.
